NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF PULSED NEUTRON GENERATION FROM 12 TW 50 fs LASER WITH DEUTERIUM CLUSTER
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Abstract
It has been recognized that irradiation of intense laser on atomic cluster leads to a number of novel phenomena, including efficient heating of electron, rapid and efficient subsequent heating of ions, and efficient emission of X-ray. Recently, it has been shown that the high energy ions can yield fusion reaction and neutron generation. We present 2-dimensional Particle–In-Cell simulations of atomic cluster explosions by interaction with a high-intensity femtosecond laser pulse. We investigate the dynamics of deuterium cluster explosion providing information about time-resolved ion energy spectra for various laser intensities and cluster sizes. Our present simulation is done for single cluster-laser interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION
The interaction of laser pulses with atomic and molecular clusters has become a subject of great interest. Recent experiments show that the interaction of short (femtosecond), intense (>10¹⁶ W/cm²) laser pulses with rare gas clusters is responsible for the generation of highly energetic electrons and ions [1,2], enhanced emission of X-rays in the keV range [3], Coulomb explosion of clusters [4,5], coherent high harmonic generation [6] and applications to nuclear fusion [7]. We present a novel approach to describe accurately the dynamics of laser-cluster interaction by using a Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code, determining the position, momentum and energy under influence of both external laser field and the fields generated by the particle themselves, for a very large number of particles and within a reasonable time. By using the 2-dimensional PIC J-EM2D numerical code, we investigate fundamental physical processes of laser energy absorption by clusters, energy conversion to cluster electrons and ions, their energy distributions, expansion dynamics of clusters, fusion cross-section and neutron yield.

2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL PIC SIMULATION

2.1 Simulation set-up
2D simulations were done using the fully relativistic Particle-In-Cell code J-EM2D [8].
Figure 2 shows the electron and ion number density distributions in the frame at the early interaction time (21.4fs) and the later time (85.4fs). The clear high-density electron core exists, many clusters electrons leave the host cluster and distribute over the entire frame. From Figs. 1 and 2, the process of ion energy gain can be regarded the ambipolar expansion due to the electrostatic acceleration near the ion front. The electrostatic field that arises from the local charge separation near the ion vacuum interface accelerates ions to higher energies. The ambipolar expansion is triggered by strong electrostatic field due to the electron pressure induced in the ion expansion front. ambipolar expansion due to the electrostatic acceleration near the ion front. The electrostatic field that arises from the local charge separation near the ion vacuum interface And the plasma expand into vacuum and subsequent fast ions are generated as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3 shows the electron and ion energy distributions at different times. The cluster electrons are rapidly heated in the early interaction phase. At t=21.4fs a high-energy tail component with two temperatures is formed. At t=42.7 fs the distribution function is fully developed and after this time the high-energy component gradually reduces. This results from the cooling of electrons served in Fig. 1. At t=107.2 fs the average electron energy is 12 keV, but the tail component is approximately 20 keV. Fig. 3(b), the ions are slowly accelerated in accordance with the development of the electron energy distribution and shown a nearly flat component of high energies with a sharp edge and the average ion energy reaches 46 keV with high-energy ions beyond 100 keV in the last distribution. Such nearly flat energy distribution may be effective in producing large amount of DD-fusion reactions, since the cross section greatly increases as deuterons exceed 100 keV. By employing obtained ion distributions as shown in Fig. 3, we estimate the fusion yield assuming the interaction region by the plasma filament with the diameter 100 μm and axial length 500 μm (interaction volume; 3.39×10^17 cm^3) and the disassembly time τf of 20 ps. The estimated fusion cross section is <σf> = 1.74×10^17 cm^2 and the total reaction rate is <σf> nD^2 = 8.32×10^23 cm^3 sec^1. The expected fusion neutron yield is estimated as N ≈ 3.2×10^7 by using the equation N = τf <σf> DD nD^2 dV.

2.2.2 Small cluster size 16 nm (a ≈ δ, <ξ>)
As the cluster size becomes small (a ≈ 16 nm), the total particle number and corresponding Coulomb energy contained per cluster become small. The laser energy conversion is also relatively small compared with the case of a=32 nm. This is because the number of electrons interacting with the laser field Nint is smaller in the case of...
a = 16 nm than in the case of a = 32 nm. By analysing the electron and ion density energy distributions for the small cluster size, it is concluded that the expansion process belongs to the Coulomb explosion. When all the clusters expelled from the original cluster core during a few laser optical cycles and the cluster becomes highly positively charge so the Coulomb energy chemically stored inside the cluster and this process known as Coulomb explosion. See Fig. 4.

2.2.3 High-density case

Total absorption rate $\eta_{abs}$ increase with the cluster size in the small cluster regime (2 nm ≤ $a$ ≤ 10 nm). At $a$ ≤ 7 nm (i.e. the small cluster regime), the conversion to electron energy $\eta_{e}$ is dominant, while the conversion to ion energy rapidly increases according to $\eta_{i}^{0.8}$. At $7 < a < 16$ nm, a significant amount of the absorbed energy is transferred to ions and the conversion to electron energy decreases, as shown in Fig. 5. At $a > 16$ nm, the ion kinetic energy tends to saturate at a much lower level. This result is understood as follows. When the cluster size is small like $a < \delta_e$ (~25 nm), the laser field fully penetrates the entire cluster and the number of interacting electrons is proportional to $a^2$. As the cluster size increases, the laser field exponentially attenuates towards the centre, and the effective number of interacting electrons decreases. As the cluster size further increases, the laser field only interact with the peripheral region and the number of interacting electrons is proportional to $a$. The fusion yield increases as the cluster size increases. At $a > 16$ nm, the ion kinetic energy tends to saturate and the neutron yield also become saturates.

2.2.4 Laser amplitude and cluster size effect

Figure 6 shows the critical line on the plane of cluster radius $a$ and normalized laser amplitude $a_{o}$ ($a_{o} = 8.6 \times 10^{10} \lambda \mu m$ $I/\mu m^2$, and $I = 2P/\pi r_o$ where $\lambda$ the laser wavelength, $P$ the laser power and $r_o$ the laser focusing spot size). If we focus 12 TW 50 fs laser with spot size 10 $\mu m$, we have $I = 7.6 \times 10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$ and $a_{o} = 1.9$. This critical line shows the boundary between the ambipolar expansion regime and the Coulomb explosion regime. The fusion cross section increases for larger cluster size. By increasing the cluster size, we need to increase the laser amplitude to obtain a higher neutron yield. If we use the cluster of 50 nm radius for $a_{o} = 1.9$, we estimate the number of neutrons per shot ~ $1.6 \times 10^6$.

3 CONCLUSION

We have investigated the single laser-cluster interaction numerically in the 2-dimensional configuration to understand the dynamics of energetic electrons, ions and nuclear fusion reaction. The expansion of laser-irradiated clusters is characterized by the relation among the cluster size $a$, the electron skin depth $\delta_e$, and the electron excursion length $\xi_e$. Depending on those parameters, the expansion is categorized into the hydrodynamic ambipolar explosion and the Coulomb explosion. The ambipolar expansion takes place in larger cluster case $a > \delta_e > \xi_e$, whereas the Coulomb explosion in the smaller cluster size $a << \delta_e \approx \xi_e$.

We calculated the electron and ion energy distributions, and the fusion reaction rate for various cluster sizes, cluster densities and laser amplitudes. Although the analysis is limited to the simple single cluster-laser interaction in 2-dimensional configuration, we have shown the possibility to generate ~ $1.6 \times 10^6$ neutrons by using the 12TW 50fs laser and the cluster of 50 nm radius. We plan to consider more realistic configuration than the 2-dimensional case and carry out the experiment.
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